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Release Updates

The following are implemented in 4.53:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and
improvements 

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented
SWASFT SW2.43 - Dexamethasone [12560]
Updates to the medication list

SCASFT SC312 - Hypoglycaemia [12134]
ePCR change to add templating for Hypoglycaemia incidents 

SCASFT SC317 - Stroke template [12135]
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ePCR change to add templating for Stroke incidents 

SCASFT SC321 - Covid 19 and Oximeter [12529]
ePCR change to enable registering of Oximeter devices left with a non-conveyed
patient.

SCASFT SC325 - Lateral Flow Test Tab [12530]
ePCR change to register administered COVID-19 lateral �ow test.

General changes and improvements
Remove obsolete version of TeamViewer [11282]

Since support for Teamviewer has ended, a con�guration has been added to
remove the button to start Teamviewer from the user interface.

Updates to the eprDateSelector [12149]
Added possibility to set min and max times relative to the ePCR creation time.

Integration engine updates [12181]
Improvement of robustness and performance, by adding support for multi-
threaded integration backends.

Performance enhancement on DBI [12202]
Improvement of performance by reusing network connections 

Ensuring that Ortivus Bluetooth stack works with Panasonic CF-20
Adapting to handle Ortivus Bluetooth stack

Improved review of ECG [11361]
Added possibility to compare complexes.



Fixes
Resolved text mismatch for label "Send 12" button in realtime view and in complex
view [12152]

Resolved problem with swedish characters in data warehouse mission columns
[12183]

Resolved issue with missing mandatory marks with Kronoberg's ePCR [12478]

Resolved issue with integration engine (HIS) regarding when deleting report on
care episode that has multiple reports [12567]

Resolved issue with displaying etCO2 while using auto capture [12599]

Resolved issue in OSDK, error when con�guration was missing [12600]

Installation and deployment
For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below
addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information
This is a commercial release on the following markets:
• Norway
• Sweden
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• United Kingdom
• Italy

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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